Segment models have the potential to improve automatic speech recognition accuracy but with increased computational load. Two techniques which reduce this load are described: segmental beam pruning, and duration pruning. Experiments show that they can combine to give a 95% reduction in segment probability computations at a cost of a 3% increase in phone error rate. 
Introduction:
Research into segment models (SMs) for automatic speech recognition is motivated by limitations of conventional hidden Markov models (HMMs). While HMMs associate states with individual feature vectors, SMs associate states with sequences of vectors (segments) [1] , or variable duration acoustic features [2] , thereby allowing important static and dynamic structure to be modelled. Glass [2] reports state-of-the-art phone recognition on TIMIT [3] using an SM.
Segmental HMMs (SHMMs) can outperform comparable HMMs [4] , but computational load increases. In standard notation, the basic step in HMM Viterbi decoding for a sequence of vectors y 1 , . . . , y t , . . . , y T is:
where a ji is the probability of a transition from state j to state i and b i (y t ) is the state emission pdf b i evaluated at y t . For the type of SHMM in [4] (1) becomes: ). We present two methods to reduce this load: a simple extension of conventional 'beam pruning', and 'duration pruning'. Results are presented on TIMIT.
Fixed-trajectory SHMMs (FT-SHMMS):
In an SHMM each state i is identified with a pdf b i defined on a set of sequences of feature vectors. In an FT-SHMM [4] , this pdf is defined by a trajectory f i in the feature vector space. If T ! t > s ! 1, t Às < D max , then
where d i (D) is the probability, given state i, that a segment has length D and N ( f i (r), s i ; y r ) is a multivariate Gaussian pdf with mean f i (r) and covariance matrix s i . f i is linear, and d i is non-parametric. F controls the influence of the duration probability relative to the emission probabilities.
Beam pruning and duration pruning: In practice (2) is computed in the log domain. For each t let î(t) ¼ arg max i a t (i). For a beam threshold
The right-hand side of (2) Experiments: We used male speech from TIMIT [3] . The training (318 subjects, 3180 sentences, 121400 phones) and evaluation (8 subjects, 80 sentences, 3003 phones) sets were taken from male speakers in the TIMIT training set. The test set is the standard male TIMIT test set. Acoustic features (13 MFCCs, including C0, 25 ms window, 10 ms frame rate) were computed using HTK [5] . A set of 1400 context-sensitive triphone FT-SHMMs and a phone-level bigram language model were created as described in [6] .
Results and discussion: Fig. 1 shows the effect of beam pruning on the evaluation set. Reducing t b decreases computation and marginally increases phone accuracy. For t b ¼ 90 the number of probability calculations and phone error rate are reduced by 80 and 2%, respectively. Fig. 3 shows the number of probability calculations against segment length (t d ¼ 0.05). Most of the calculations avoided are for long segments. An estimate of the reduction in computation, obtained by multiplying the number of segments for which a probability was calculated by their average duration, suggests a 75% reduction in load. 
